The Material World
with Quentin Cooper
(Classical Music Plays) 
Quentin Cooper : A snippet from Purcell's music for "The Gordian Knot Untied",a Gordian knot being the legendary fiendish knot finally undone by Alexander the Great who severed it with his sword. Gaudy and knotted,however,well that's probably the bosses tie,or at least most bosses ties.When the necktie first became part of fashionable attire in the 1850s,it was tied with a knot known as the "Four-in-hand",this was later joined by the "Windsor",and "half-Windsor" knots,they're named after Edward the eighth,later the Duke of Windsor,even though he stuck to the good old Four- in-hand and never wore the Windsor knot,and in 1989 there was much media excitement when a new knot,"the Pratt" was sanctioned,after an American Jerry Pratt,realise the way he'd been tying his tie for decades was different from everyone else.Now,though two Cambridge physicists,currently researching,researching statistical mechanics have gone to immense lengths,to show that this family of four tie knots have 81 previously unacknowledged cousins,there there are 85 ways,no more,no less to tie a tie.Thomas Fink, Yong Mao,why did you decide to do this? 

Thomas Fink : Well,our present book was an outgrowth of the mathematical paper,we did several months ago,on the mathematics of tying a tie.I don't know about you but I was never taught to tie properly.I discovered one way,and I realised later on that my friends were tying a Four-in-hand and a Windsor,and I was tying a half-Windsor,and then we saw that there was a fourth knot lying around in the Cavendish,the instructions on how to tie the Pratt,this is in 1997 we found the directions,and when you look at the history of these,you realise only every 50 or so years,a new knot comes along,so it makes you think straight away that there must be others that haven't been discovered,and this is a bit of a laugh and we had quite a bit of fun going through realising that tying a tie can be mapped into a mathematical framework,and once you do that,you can simply going through the equations spit out everything you want to know about tie knots,and in fact,you find out there are only five. 

Quentin Cooper : Well I mean most of us don't even think about the way we tie a tie.Now you have a tie with you,it is untied,perhaps you can just take me through the physical process of tying? 

Thomas Fink : Yes well,I'll tie the... 

Quentin Cooper : This'll be cracking radio! 

Thomas Fink : ...the most.... 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Thomas Fink : ....common knot that's used,which is the Four-in-hand. 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Thomas Fink : Now it's .....I have my wide end on the right,hanging on to the right,and when...you tie a tie,first you move the wide end over,in this case,over to the left,now straight away,I've divided the space,the plane into three regions,I've a left region,a right region,and a centre region,up by the neck,and now as I continue to tie this tie,so I've moved over to the left,in the Four-in-hand,I go over...under to the right. 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Thomas Fink : Over to the left,again,under to the centre,and finally through the front loop just made.Now..... 

Quentin Cooper : I can't see this catching on as a spectator sport,but it's still impressive! (laughter) 

Thomas Fink : Right! Now you can see that in tying a tie,I've made a finite number of distinct moves. I've moved one region of the tie through this tri-diagonal basis which splits my...splits the plane into three regions.So I'm moving the wide end of the tie from one region to two of the others,and if I move it to one of those I can move from that region to two of the others.So tying a tie can be mapped into this finite model in which counting tie knots corresponds to counting permutations of our moves. 

Quentin Cooper : Yong,how on Earth do you go about representing this mathematically,or statistically? 

Yong Mao : Well,there is actually a very a very well known mathematical and physical concept,called "the random walk" [This is closely related to Fractals and cellular automata and used in percolation networks,Ivars Peterson in "The Mathematical Tourist" explains how it is then related to Turing Machines which Roger Penrose uses to explain how the human mind works,so do not underestimate the power of a knot! -LB] 
and there's lot of mathematics developed for that model already,and basically it's....a random walk is just the path that's traced out by a drunken person who can walk leftwards,rightwards and back and forth,and so in a way,as Thomas was saying,when you're tying a tie you go left and right and centre,you know one could imagine that actually the two things are quite similar. 

Quentin Cooper : Yes you can go right and left,as long as you.... 

Yong Mao : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : ....but you're .....but the point about the random walk isn't that you can end up anywhere,it's a random walk that takes you to a destination that you've got in mind? 

Yong Mao : Indeed,the random walk can end up anywhere,but the mathematics can tell you,how many moves there are.You can actually calculate them. 

Quentin Cooper : And so when you actually started unravelling this puzzle,did you have any idea how many solutions you were going to be coming up with? 

Yong Mao : No,no we were quite pleasantly surprised that there were quite a number of knots and in fact before we tied the.....any of those 85 knots,well we only knew four,and we knew the number 85 before we tried any of the other 81,we just predict them from the maths. 

Thomas Fink : Through mathematics,I mean so we didn't actually go through and sit down and try to tie them all.Once you find a one to one representation of the process of tying a tie,which is inherently a topological process,once you've mapped that into a mathematical model that you can write down on paper,then all the questions you'd normally ask about tying a tie,you can simply ask about the random walks.So for instance the number of knots of a particular number of....the number of tie knots of a certain number of moves,corresponds to the number of random walks,the number of possible walks of a particular number of....of a certain number of steps.So in a sense we can forget about ties and knots and simply consider a mathematical representation. 

[The "one to one correspondence" is the technique that means that mathematicians don't have to try every permutation in order to show an aspect of a system,and proofs are then done on the basis of things provable within that system and not upon testing every single member of that system. 
"Forgetting about ties and knots" is the kind of thing that leaves people behind in the abstraction process,and leads to questions about the relevance of things found out in the mathematical abstract to the original problem of ties and knots.This is perhaps best exemplified by Lawrence Krauss's "Fear of Physics" in whose first chapter,he has a physicist solving a bovine problem by having him say,"Imagine the cow is a sphere.....".People then do not understand how a cow can be represented by a sphere,or what the hell that has to do with practical problems of cows.It should be pointed out that this is an inadequacy in the lay person in not following the line of thought,but perhaps there is possible 
justification for the kind of farcical consequences that come from abstraction to the point that any solution is completely irrelevant to the problem at hand. A cow and a sphere are definitively not the same object,but as Krauss shows,thinking about things in this abstract way can lead to novel and practical solutions that superficial and glib practical thinking would never have arrived at in a million years.It is for this reason that the lay person should not underestimate it's capacity for invention,as it has led to many of the devices that are now taken for granted -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : But just to give a counter example,which I'm sure you're going to knock down in flames,but I mean when I tie a tie,and I very rarely do,sometimes I loop it round once and sometimes I loop it round twice,now what's to stop me saying,"theoretically I can be looping round 3,4,5,6,7 an infinite number of times"? 

[This is typical of the response to such abstractions,and is equivalent to asking "well spheres don't have udders,how can you possibly say that your abstract solution applies when spheres and cows are so unlike in principle?",there is a rebuttal from the lay conception asking why something simple has been overlooked,this typically makes it look as if studious university graduates are simpletons and that the lay person is somehow a brilliant genius that has greater insight than a trained scholar who is so close to the problem that they have overlooked an obvious flaw,in fact this has more to do with the lay person trying to reclaim there intelligence than any rebuttal about the actual problem.Would these people really have overlooked such an obvious flaw in their thinking? 
This attitude was shown in "The eleven o'clock show" where Iain Lee asked a guy in the street what he would do in the event of Britain disappearing underwater through global warming,the guy said that he didn't think there was anything to worry about since there was dispute as to whether global warming was actually happening.Iain said "Those scientists eh? What do they know? Why should they know better than you?".The guy said "Exactly!" and Iain said "Well it's years of training in,and study of the subjects to do with the problem actually!",and the guy had no reply.This typifies the disgruntled attitude of the public who think they know better than experts but when push comes to shove the public only have their own biases and prejudices and myths,this was demonstrated excellently on Nick Ross's programme where all the Frankeinsteinian myths about genetic engineering were exploded in front of an audience that started out fearful,and by the end were pretty reassured that genetic 
engineering was only as good/bad as as antibiotics and organ transplants,which have already been accepted -LB] 

Thomas Fink : Well the set of tie knots is in fact a very small subset of the set of all possible knots. So what makes our analysis tractable is the fact that this is a much simpler set.There are an infinite knots...of possible knots. 

Quentin Cooper : You mean if we get into boy scout knots and nautical knots and things like this? 

Thomas Fink : Yes,yes,yes,yes,and knots in higher dimensions and that sort of thing.But we define a tie know as a formula corresponding to these random walks,and once you do that,then you're limited, so many of the knots that you can imagine tying,such as a trefoil knot,in fact,aren't tie knots,and luckily so,because they'd look awful. 

Quentin Cooper : They'd look stupid,so there is...there are sort of aesthetic criteria of what would actually work as a tie knot is in there somewhere? 

Thomas Fink : Yes,yes. 

Quentin Cooper : And now you've got your 85,are you sure,Yong,this is.....is this a finite and never to be changed total? Or is there some possible way that it could go up? 

Yong Mao : Well if you have an infinitely long tie,then it's possible you can just go up and have more knots,but in reality you only have a finite length tie,so yes basically it runs out and so we propose that at 9 moves you've pretty much run out of tie,so there are only 85. 

[This perhaps demonstrates the difference between abstract and real,and what is acceptable as "real" -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : So much to the disappointment of your publishers there won't be another 85 ways to tie a tie? 

Thomas Fink : Hopefully not! 

Yong Mao : Hopefully not! 

Quentin Cooper : And presumably some of these tie knots actually...I mean you may mathematically all be,you know,be of equal validity,but some of them actually work better in practice? 

Yong Mao : Yes,yes,we classify the knots first into different categories,according to their size and shape,and then within each of these categories,we also apply a mathematical criteria of symmetry and balance and these are aesthetic criteria we introduce, 

[It might seem incredibly anal,to collect like type things together with seemingly no end in sight but it is this process which underlies some of the physical ideas of the universe,where topology plays a part in discovering what sort of things are possible.The same aesthetic criteria are also applied in the idea of balance and symmetry within physics,lending credence to the idea that there is "art" in such things as opposed to "cold calculation",this tends to lead to the idea that science cannot be "true" if there is a human interpretive element.But the art in science is rather like juggling a ball or staying on a bicycle,it is an acquired skill of picking out or selecting relevant things from a morass of data.In this the filing or collecting together of like types plays a fundamental role in distinguishing pertinent things from those with less relevance,but the choice criteria are not subjective as those within the conventional arts,but provided by nature,this is what makes science "true",it is what is "out there" and not what anyone witnesses,albeit this being subject to the "observer participation" of Quantum Physics -LB] 

and then according to them,we deduce one of the most favourite of each category,and so out of those knots,we actually successfully predict the four knots that were in widespread use,and then we also give some more. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,so we've not been missing the obvious way to tie a tie... 

Yong Mao : No. 

Quentin Cooper : ...we are doing.But I mean do you expect any of these...do you hope any of these will actually pass into public use? Or are these really forget-me-knots? 

Thomas Fink : Well in fact,no,I think the aesthetic knots...of the 85,you can classify them into different groups,it turns out there are 13 which for mathematical reasons you can say "stand out"... 

Quentin Cooper : Right. 

Thomas Fink : ....there are members.....representative members of their classes.So these,all 13 of these knots are on equal footing.So in fact there is no reason,a priori reason to choose those 4 as opposed to the other 13,it's just that they hadn't..presumably no one had come across them. 

[This is the kind of thing that causes people to allude to the 4 ones used as "natural" and the new 13 as "unnatural",as if somehow because people have come to do things by default this is somehow representative of a greater pertinence,it may also be indicative of the average persons lack of imagination,insight or invention.If they did fall into common use,they would then become "natural".There is also the idea that if a lay person discovers something it is somehow a discovery of greater value than one scientifically arrived at,as if somehow they have "intuited" the end result,rather than distinctly thought their way through to it.In actual fact the discovery process of the common person is like a weak and insipid version of the scientific process.The scientific process is just a heavily refined version of people's common trial and error and aesthetic preferences,which begs the questions as to why they find it so counter intuitive.It is merely that they haven't been trained or school to heighten their basic curiosity,or as many scientists suggest, have had that basic curiosity washed out of them at an early age.Most people's response to natural phenomena is like a joy rider in control of a car,by comparison a trained driver (scientist) looks incredibly anal and reserved and cold,with no freedom.But we might ask which driver causes the most accidents and which driver is respected for their skill when it comes to avoiding accidents.If people could train the "thrill" of driving a car and use it to good effect then maybe they would not resent the rules of the road and not see it as a curbing of freedoms,but a way to allow everyone to function theoretically in harmony. 
Likewise,scientific training allows everyone to experience a deep awe that many have a superficial relationship with as "environmentalism" or being "green" or being in favour of "animal rights" or seeing the supernatural as being real,or being religious,all these are weak or watered down versions of really understanding nature on it's own terms -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Alright so,so there is a hope....? 

Thomas Fink : Oh yeah. 

Quentin Cooper : ...and you may well be....you tie your tie sometimes by some of your new knotty.....? 

Thomas Fink : Oh yeah,certainly,yeah,absolutely. 

Quentin Cooper : Now you mentioned before Thomas,that you know, we are limiting ourselves here to a subset of tie knots,what if we don't,what if we do go on to knots in general? Are there also limits that apply there? For sailors knots or boy scout knots or whatever? 

Thomas Fink : Well it turns out that when mathematicians study knots,they...by knot,I mean any tangle in a piece of string,when mathematicians consider these knots,they join the ends,and that acts to lock in the knottiness,so to speak [Like holding both ends with your hands and not letting go - LB],and when you speak of two knots as distinct,if one knot,which you've tied in the joined ends,cannot be deformed into another [This leads to the topological statement that a cube is the same as a sphere,but a cup is distinctly different from both,the former being genus 0 and the latter genus 1 - LB],and there are equivalent knots that can be deformed one into another [Ref: Red Folder: I.Stewart "Knot's links and videotape";"Energy to solve a knotty problem";"Glass Klein Bottles";"The Topological Dressmaker"].So first of all,you realise that the simplest knot,is simply the loop,a loop of string,which is called "the un-knot". 

Quentin Cooper : The un-knot is a loop? 

Thomas Fink : Yes,yes. (Yong laughs) 

Quentin Cooper : Quite like the.... 

Thomas Fink : It plays...in a sense,it plays the role of zero among the integers.Now the first non-trivial knot is called "the trefoil" knot.That's for when you tie a simple over-hand knot,and then join the ends.So no amount of manipulation can map the trefoil into the un-knot into the loop [Contrary to what anyone may think via any magician's sleight of hand,which is illusion and not real topological manipulation -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And how do you quantify the complexity of a knot in mathematical terms? 

Yong Mao : Okay well,we quantify them by calculating a number called the "crossing index" and this cross index is the minimal number of crossing with which one can draw a knot on a piece of paper. So that's to say,if you're projecting this three dimensional knot onto a piece of paper,how many crosses there are,and the minimum number that you can draw this knot with is the cross index,and that number characterises its complexity. 

Quentin Cooper : I'm just drawing a little knot here (Yong laughs),so that's alright,so that's a simple knot,so it's a one.... 

Yong Mao : So for example,for example your un-knot has a zero cross index and your trefoil has a cross index of 3,and for a cross index of 4,you have the figure-8 knot,and....but er,the number of knots for each particular cross index,increasing..increases very rapidly as they.... 

[This is related to the patterns conceivable on a plane,there are only 17 available patterns for flat planes.Raising the dimension gives greater degrees of freedom and permutation and the number of patterns rises dramatically (Ref:Video BB17: OU Just 17) -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And there's no theoretical upper limit? 

Yong Mao : ...and nobody really knows what this.....how this number behaves,even today. 

Quentin Cooper : So probably you don't want to spend the rest of your life finding out?! (Thomas laughs) 

[It's an intriguing question whether this increasing set of integers follows a pattern or formula or whether it is without pattern or if it follows a semi-regular pattern such as a Fractal.This is one of those things that appears to be totally abstract and without practical application,but like as not (knot!!) will find application in the future as degrees of freedom of objects and systems in N-Space becomes part of the kind of ideas being used in physics to comprehend the cosmos.Probably Steven Weinberg and his superstring theory have already exploited this kind of concept,so it may actually have relevance to fundamental physics (if it hasn't already done so) -LB] 

Thomas Fink : No but it's...this is a fundamental problem in knot theory,which has become a verys erious formal branch of mathematics.It's amazing that such a simple concept as knots,these one dimensional strings in three dimensional space...no one really...can...has a formal idea of how they behave.I mean the crossing index,as we said,it's one of the most fundamental ways of classifying them,but nobody knows how it behaves,no one knows how the number of knots grows with complexity. 

[This is truly mysterious,as opposed to the artificial mysteries posited by pseudo science -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : What about when you take this away from knot theory? Does it actually have any application beyond understanding knots themselves,can we use it in science as a whole? 

Thomas Fink : Well surprisingly,the motivation for the mathematical discipline of knot theory began in the 19th century,when Lord Kelvin tried to use knot theory to give a formal motivation for the periodic table.Now the idea then,was that you couldn't....you couldn't have a vacuum..... 

Quentin Cooper : Alright. 

Thomas Fink : that there was in fact a background ether,and Kelvin though that knots .....that the background ether formed knots or vortices and by calculating all the possible number of knots...I should say these vortices are knots formed, represented atoms,and by calculating the number of knots you could understand the periodic table. 

[Besides superstring theory,the Japanese audio researchers have found that there are "Quantum Vortices" (Ref: Video M3 ) that can occur and are visibly evident under an electron microscope,we can have no doubt that these exist,as they are currently in the process of being exploited to provide high density recording magnetic media.It's amazing that such insight was available at that time,and only goes to show that trained scientists have a better intuitive understanding of the universe than any 
untrained lay person -LB] 

Yong Mao : Well apparently he was inspired by the smoke rings that his friend Percot (?) was making with cigarettes,and he thought that these entanglements in the smoke ring would be...yes....representing. 

Quentin Cooper : Oh very nice,well we end on smoke,I ought to read a little quote from Oscar Wilde as well "A well tied tie is the first serious step in life",so Yong Mao and Thomas Fink,thanks for a very serious discussion about knots.Their book out now,is ,"The 85 ways to Tie a Tie" and it's published by Fourth Estate.I'm going to try putting some of what I've learned into practice when I start wrapping my Christmas presents this weekend! 
Next week on the Material World,small is beautiful, very,very small, nanotechnology. Building and using devices that are the size of molecules offers the potential to do everything from creating new super strong materials,to changing the way we get into space.But how close are we to nanotechnology beginning to deliver on its promise? 



